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Her Knight In Shining Armor Came Armed With A Colt .45 Becca Sue Ellsworth is the youngest of the Texas Sweethearts and her biological
clock is ticking loudly—especially since her three best friends are now married with children. Her own chances of happily-ever-after are looking
pretty bleak, but things get even darker when someone breaks into her antiques bookstore. That serious brush with danger sparks an old flame
when Attorney Colby Flynn comes to Becca’s rescue. He’s the man who broke her heart seven years ago but left her with the unconditional
promise to help make her most important dream come true. Now, Becca Sue wonders if his promise is one she can still claim. They’d made a
baby pact… She’s a woman who wants marriage and babies; he’s a man who fears being tied down. But when Becca is hurt, Colby is
determined to move in and take care of her. Playing house together makes him wonder why they’d ever parted in the first place—she’s totally
adorable except for the fact that she creates chaos wherever she goes and he thrives on order! But he doesn’t plan to stay… Having the sexy
lawyer around the house while she recuperates is hard on Becca’s self-control, especially since he’ll be leaving for a big-city career
opportunity in three weeks. Becca has always wanted his baby but now she wants this man even more. Can she convince Colby to turn their
baby pact in to a binding contract? Tempted by a Texan Texas Sweethearts series--Book Four As young girls, they vowed to be best friends
forever—a promise they kept through happiness and heartbreak! Now these four Texas Sweethearts are all turning thirty. In spite of busy lives,
full-time careers, and an assortment of beloved animals and meddling townsfolk, true love is destined to surprise each one of them in the
magical little world of their own hometown. “A great second-chance-at-love story. This small-town romance is a fine way to pass the
afternoon!” —Romantic Times Review
Includes 2019 RITA® Award Novella Finalist THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER! Now on sale for $2.99 WINTER'S WEB BY JENNIFER ESTEP An
assassin at a renaissance faire. What could possibly go wrong? Everything, if you’re Gin Blanco. This Spider is trapped in someone else’s icy
web—and it seems like they don’t want her to leave the faire alive . . . A WILDERNESS OF GLASS BY GRACE DRAVEN The stretch of sea known
as the Gray rules the lives of those in the village of Ancilar, including widow Brida Gazi. In the aftermath of an autumn storm, Brida discovers
one of the sea's secrets cast onto the shore—a discovery that will change her world, mend her soul, and put her in the greatest danger she's
ever faced. A CURSE FOR SPRING BY AMANDA BOUCHET A malevolent spell strangles the kingdom of Leathen in catastrophic drought.
Prince Daric must break the curse before his people starve. A once-mighty goddess trapped in a human body might be the key—but saving his
kingdom could mean losing all that he loves. THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER BY JEFFE KENNEDY As unofficial consort to the High Queen,
former mercenary Harlan Konyngrr faces a challenge worse than looming war and fearsome dragons. His long-held secrets threaten what he
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loves most—and he must make a choice between vows to two women.
Richard Coulter is a man who has everything. His beautiful new wife is pregnant, his upstart airline is undercutting the competition and moving
from strength to strength, his diversification into the casino business in Macau has been successful, and his fabulous Art Deco house on an
Irish cliff top has just been featured in Architectural Digest. But then, for some reason, his ex-wife Rachel doesn’t keep her side of the custody
agreement and vanishes off the face of the earth with Richard’s two daughters. Richard hires Killian, a formidable ex-enforcer for the IRA, to
track her down before Rachel, a recovering drug addict, harms herself or the girls. As Killian follows Rachel’s trail, he begins to see that there
is a lot more to this case than first meets the eye and that a thirty-year-old secret is going to put all of them in terrible danger. McKinty is at his
continent-hopping, well-paced, evocative best in this thriller, moving between his native Ireland and distant cities within a skin-of-his-teeth
timeframe.
Surprised by a Baby Texas Sweethearts Series - Book Two As young girls, they vowed to be best friends forever—a promise they kept through
happiness and heartbreak! Now these four Texas Sweethearts are all turning thirty. In spite of busy lives, full-time careers, and an assortment
of beloved animals and meddling townsfolk, true love is destined to surprise each one of them in the magical little world of their own
hometown. A Texas Sweetheart in trouble with the law? Donetta Presley is a magnet for guys. Sometimes really bad guys. Although she
presents an air of confidence, a failed marriage has left her vowing to stay away from serious relationships. Never say never. One impulsive
night of passion in the arms of the local lawman rocks her whole world forever. Like it or not, a long-term relationship is about to beginand it's
going to be complicated. To make matters worse, he's her best friend’s brother, an ex-Texas Ranger and a man she's sworn would always be
off limits. She’s #1 on his Most Wanted list… Sheriff Storm Carmichael knows what trouble looks like, and the long-legged owner of the town’s
hair salon is just that—with a capital T. When the fire marshal red-tags her building for code violations, Storm has the unlucky duty of shutting
down Donetta's business and closing her tiny apartment above the salon. He expects all hell to break loose, but he never could have dreamed
that his Texas Sweetheart would be having his baby! Now this daddy-to-be is determined to change Donetta's mind about men and marriage
and prove to her once and for always that good guys do exist--and he's the one for her! “Highly entertaining with great dialogue, plotting and
humor!” —Romantic Times Reviews
Be swept away by the desire and daring of this classic Regency romance by #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens. Miss
Dorothea Darent has no intention of ever getting married, certainly not to a rogue such as the Marquis of Hazelmere. A disreputable scoundrel,
he is captivated when they meet by chance and is determined to win her heart, even while she’s busy dazzling the rest of London society. Now
Dorothea has a choice to make: stick with her plan to remain a respectable spinster, or run into the arms of her dashing stranger… Originally
published in 1992
They are called Feral Warriors—an elite band of immortals who can change shape at will. Sworn to rid the world of evil, consumed by sorcery
and seduction, their wild natures are primed for release . . . Kara MacAllister's quiet small-town life is transformed forever the night a powerful
stranger rips her from her home, claiming she is the chosen one—the key to his survival. Spiriting her away into the rain-soaked night, Lyon
reveals a truth Kara can barely credit. She's immortal, and the only one who can save his race. And deep within her, he arouses a fierce, primal
hunger beyond anything she's ever imagined. But only when their lives are threatened by an ancient evil will Kara and Lyon realize they have
found a love they would risk their immortal souls to claim . . . and a powerful desire that could never, ever be tamed.
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Eat, Pray, Love meets The Rosie Project in this fresh, heartwarming memoir by a man who travels to Verona and volunteers to answer letters
addressed to Shakespeare’s Juliet, all in an attempt to heal his own heartbreak. When Glenn Dixon is spurned by love, he packs his bags for
Verona, Italy. Once there, he volunteers to answer the thousands of letters that arrive addressed to Juliet—letters sent from lovelorn people all
over the world to Juliet’s hometown; people who long to understand the mysteries of the human heart. Glenn’s journey takes him deep into
the charming community of Verona, where he becomes involved in unraveling the truth behind Romeo and Juliet. Did these star-crossed lovers
actually exist? Why have they remained at the forefront of hearts and minds for centuries? And what can they teach us about love? When
Glenn returns home to Canada and resumes his duties as an English teacher, he undertakes a lively reading of Romeo and Juliet with his
students, engaging them in passions past and present. But in an intriguing reversal of fate and fortune, his students—along with an old
friend—instruct the teacher on the true meaning of love, loss, and moving on. An enthralling tale of modern-day love steeped in the romantic
traditions of eras past, this is a memoir that will warm your heart.
MfM ménage romance from USA Today bestselling author Julia Sykes Two darkly domineering alpha males. They say I don't have to choose.
They both want me. Together. The three of us. I was meant to be theirs: Joseph, my sweet first love, and Marco, his sternly intimidating best
friend. I know they’re dangerous men, but being with them doesn't feel wrong. When they hold me in their arms, I feel safe, cherished. I’m still
their captive, but I’m no longer certain if I want to be free of them. They swear they only kidnapped me for my own protection, and after a
terrifying attack by one of their enemies, I’m starting to believe them. If I give myself to them, can my alluring criminal captors protect me? Or
is their world too dangerous for even their strong arms to shield me from harm? Keywords: MfM ménage, Daddy romance, mafia romance,
kidnapping, romantic suspense, new adult
Rescued by a Rancher Texas Sweethearts series--Book Three As young girls, they vowed to be best friends forever—a promise they kept
through happiness and heartbreak! Now these four Texas Sweethearts are all turning thirty. In spite of busy lives, full-time careers, and an
assortment of beloved animals and meddling townsfolk, true love is destined to surprise each one of them in the magical little world of their
own hometown. What Happens When A Texas Sweetheart Is Born With A Silver Spoon? She Stirs Up Trouble In Hope Valley! Once upon a
time… Fabulous dinner parties, silks, satin and high society—Tracy Lynn Randolph is the valley’s very own fairy-tale princess. Until she decides
to fulfill her most precious wish and have a baby. Never mind that fertility clinics and fairy tales don’t mix! She’s about to scandalize Hope
Valley during the Christmas holiday—unless someone can wave a wand and make the perfect prince appear. A lonesome cowboy got lucky…
Cowboy horse breeder Linc Slade has never met a damsel in distress, but he can tell a class act, and every inch of Tracy Lynn’s exquisite
blond beauty says thoroughbred, loud and clear. He’s loved her forever, it seems. Now one rash rescue leads to another, and before he knows
it, she’s in his arms for real in a magical marriage-of-convenience. Can the magic last? Will his Christmas wish actually come true? “Mindy
Neff brings together new technology and old fashioned values. The ending just left me breathless!” —Amazon Reviewer
A warm-hearted rural romance set among the scenic vineyards of the Margaret River from bestselling author Tricia Stringer, the authentic voice
of Australian storytelling. Reserved high school teacher Keely Mitchell is more than ready for her holiday on the west coast of Australia, so
when a medical emergency turns over all her plans and an intervention by a kind stranger finds her recovering in a Margaret River vineyard,
she is at first downcast. Keely had wanted to put recent traumatic events out of her mind, and recuperating alone in a stranger's house won't
help that. But slowly the lovely food, spectacular wine and beautiful landscape of the area begin to work their spell. As Keely makes friends
with the locals and adapts to the rhythms of the vintner's year, she starts to feel part of the scenery too, particularly when her artwork and
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jewellery-making somehow find a home at Levallier Dell Wines. But clouds are on the horizon in the shape of a warring father and son,
interfering family friends and a rival in love. Keely didn't mean to fall for anyone, but she can't help her feelings for clever, passionate winemaker Flynn Levallier. Sadly, it seems he only has eyes for the beautiful Kat, daughter of a rival wine-maker. Can what Keely feels be real? Or is
it just something in the wine?
Stella Connor's to do list: Don't get fired from my job (the one that I'm not qualified for). Find a place to live that isn't my friend's couch. Eat
more vegetables--marzipan shaped like carrots doesn't count. Evade my mother. Think of unicorns instead of Mason Drake's arms. Because
that will just lead to thinking of other parts of his body. My mother always said a good to-do list is the foundation of every successful woman.
But since she also said that if you just throw enough money at a problem it will go away, I'm not sure how solid her advice is. I guess I'm about
to find out since I cut ties with my family and have no money left to throw at anything. Something else I'm beginning to figure out: Mason Drake
isn't at all who I thought he was. This enemies-to-lovers romcom is the second book in the Some Call It Series and can be read as a standalone.
She lost everything once… Autumn Perez was just twenty-two when she witnessed a brutal murder and gave up her entire life to put the killer
behind bars. A decade later, witness protection has her settled in picturesque Verona Bay, teaching art at the local high school. It’s a quiet
life…until she’s caught up in another harrowing event and she worries that the US Marshals will try to move her again. But Autumn is done
running—she’s built a life, has friends. And now she’s pregnant after an intense one-night stand with her sexy neighbor. This time she’s not
running… Lincoln Jordan has been biding his time with Autumn, his talented, gorgeous neighbor. The attraction between them is undeniable,
and after their one incredible night together he wants more. But she’s determined to keep him at arm’s length. When it becomes clear that
someone wants her dead, he steps up to protect her. He needs to earn her trust, and fast. Because the enemy is closer than they ever
imagined. Author note: This may be read as a stand-alone novel.
Originally written as a gift from a father to a son, the book's simple message--to be understanding, thoughtful, and appreciative--has been
enjoyed by men and women of all ages. This edition with all three volumes has been redesigned for a new generation.
The first in the explosive and bestselling Dewey Andreas series. The largest oil-platform in the Western Hemisphere and a major hydroelectric
dam are destroyed in a devastating, coordinated terrorist attack. The West’s energy supplies are on their knees. But when the terrorists struck
the Capitana rig off the coast of Colombia, slaughtering most of the crew and destroying the oil field, there was one factor they didn’t take into
account: former special forces operative Dewey Andreas. Determined to find the men behind the attack, Dewey must call on his long-dormant
skills and overcome increasingly deadly assaults as he follows the trail of operatives sent to take him down. Soon he is locked in a life-or-death
struggle with the mysterious Alexander Fortuna and the clock is ticking. Can Dewey save the people and the country he loves before it’s too
late? Power Down is a gripping and compelling thriller from bestseller Ben Coes, for fans of Vince Flynn, Brad Thor and J.B. Turner. Praise for
Power Down ‘A gripping story, compelling characters, a relentless pace, and nerve-wracking suspense’ Vince Flynn, New York Times
bestselling author of Pursuit of Honor ‘Breathtaking I was blown away' David Morrell, New York Times bestselling author of Creepers and
creator of Rambo ‘Thrillers don't get any better' Stephen Coonts, New York Times bestselling author of The Disciple
Note: The Hold Your Breath books are each stand-alone stories, and can be read individually in any order. London, 1820 Some people are born
with backbone. Others have to fight for it. List in-hand of suitable bachelors, Lady Reanna Halstead, the epitome of naivety, is thrust into
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London society with demands to gain a husband. To her utter amazement, she manages to capture the attentions of the Marquess of
Southfork. Her love, dreams, and future are soon pinned on her marriage to this one man. One handsome, kind, fantastic man. One man, who
has a very different idea of what this marriage will be He will be hated, before he is loved. Killian Hayward, Marquess of Southfork, is only one
step away from completing the revenge he has fought his entire life for. All he has to do is marry Lady Halstead. The one woman that is the key
to his revenge. To his peace. The one woman that will threaten the very foundation of his entire existence. The Hold Your Breath series
continues. A thousand reasons to hold your breath, and one to let it go. Historical romance with strong women, undeniable men, and hold your
breath adventure.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling One-time personal
assistant to celebrity wild boy of rock Johnny Jefferson, Meg Stiles is now settled and living in the south of France with her doting boyfriend
Christian and their son Barney. But they're living a lie - a lie that will turn their lives upside down - because as Barney reaches his first birthday,
Meg can no longer deny that her son is growing to look more and more like his rock star father every day, and less and less like Christian.
Sooner or later, she will have to tell the truth … THE ONE WE FELL IN LOVE WITH was selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's
novels have been published across the world. Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I
blubbed, I laughed and I fell in love utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Devoured this in one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An
absorbing and emotional read' HEAT
Picking up where the bestselling videogames left off, the Mass Effect novels take readers into the far reaches of outer space. From the prequel
novel, Revelation, to the series capstone, Deception, these original adventures weave together a science fiction epic as they follow Starship
Alliance commander David Anderson and his young protégée, scientist Kahlee Sanders, in their battle to save humanity. Packaged together for
the first time, this exhilarating eBook bundle includes: REVELATION ASCENSION RETRIBUTION DECEPTION Since discovering a cache of
Prothean technology on Mars in 2148, humanity has spread to the stars. Now, on the edge of colonized space, ship commander and Alliance
war hero David Anderson investigates the remains of a top secret military research station. Who attacked this post and for what purpose? And
where is Kahlee Sanders, the young scientist who mysteriously vanished from the base hours before her colleagues were slaughtered?
Sanders is now the prime suspect, but finding her creates more problems than it solves. Partnered with a rogue alien agent he can’t trust and
pursued by an assassin he can’t escape, Anderson battles impossible odds on uncharted worlds to uncover a sinister conspiracy—one he
won’t live to tell about. Or so the enemy thinks.

In this unforgettable novel of wicked pasts and secrets, radical rogue Samuel Charles Aubrey St. Aldwyn cannot resist the charms of wellborn
Miss Lily Boscastle.
?DNS Exercise Journal - A brochure for kids This journal or DNS Fit Kid App is intended for coaches and therapists who use DNS FIT KID in
their practice, particularly those working with young children and their parents. The application consists of twenty exercises based on five
developmental positions and serves as a home exercise program for children aimed at both the treatment and prevention of musculoskeletal
pain. More generally, these exercises can also be used as a fundamental, dynamic warm-up for not only common recreational play, but also
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youth athletic training. The DNS exercise app explains the developmental exercise positions to children in a fun, relatable manner, comparing
them with the way animals characteristically move and pose. The concise text and colorful illustrations help to explain not only how the child
ought to move, but also what they should feel during each movement or position. Of course, these also describe how to detect and correct
errors and movement faults typically found with each exercise. Furthermore, in order to help train exercise transitions, movement memory,
mimicry, and team exercise (while also incorporating speech development), the DNS app has included a variety of rhythmic songs that are
meant to be sung along with every global movement routine. By incorporating both animal imagery and catchy songs into each routine, the
DNS Fit Kid App motivates children to exercise regularly in a pleasurable, playful way, while also emphasizing DNS principles like optimal
posture and ideal movement coordination.
From Blake Pierce, bestselling author of ONCE GONE (a #1 bestseller with over 600 five star reviews), comes book #3 in the heart-pounding
Mackenzie White mystery series. In BEFORE HE COVETS (A Mackenzie White Mystery—Book 3), newly minted FBI agent Mackenzie White
graduates the FBI Academy in Quantico only to find herself thrown into an urgent serial killer case. Women are turning up dead while camping
in a remote national park in West Virginia. Yet the park is vast, and no connection can be found between them. At the same time, Mackenzie
receives a call from Nebraska urging her to come home. After many years, a new clue has surfaced about her father’s murder. The case no
longer cold, Mackenzie desperately needs to help solve it. But the FBI’s killer is ratcheting up, and there is no time for distraction as more
women turn up missing in the psychological game of cat-and-mouse that follows. This killer is more diabolical—and smarter—than Mackenzie
could have imagined. As she goes down a road she fears to travel—deep into her own psyche—she finds a double twist waiting for her that even
she could not expect. A dark psychological thriller with heart-pounding suspense, BEFORE HE COVETS is book #3 in a riveting new
series—with a beloved new character—that will leave you turning pages late into the night. Book #4 in the Mackenzie White Mystery series will be
available soon. Also available by Blake Pierce is ONCE GONE (A Riley Paige mystery—Book #1), a #1 bestseller with over 600 five star reviews
on Amazon—and a free download!
1891 . . . Spinster librarian, Olive Wilkins, is shocked to learn of her brother’s violent death at a saloon gaming table and her sister-in-law’s
subsequent murder, traveling far from her staid life to rescue her niece and nephew, now orphans. She arrives to find the circumstances of her
brother’s life deplorable and her long held beliefs of family and tradition, shaken. Accustomed to the sophistication of Philadelphia, Olive
arrives in Spencer, Ohio, a rough and tumble world she is not familiar with, facing two traumatized children. Her niece and nephew, Mary and
John, have been living with a neighboring farmer, widower Jacob Butler, the father of three young children of his own and a man still in pain
from the recent loss of his wife. Real danger threatens Olive and Mary and John while Jacob and his own brood battle the day-to-day struggles
for survival. Will Olive and Jacob find the strength to fight their battles alone or together? Will love conquer the bitterness of loss and broken
dreams?
I was too isolated. I was about to be evicted. I made a final desperate call to the man who ruined my life, but he didn't come for me. Someone
else did. And then there was Seven. When I first woke in the cell, I thought he was my captor, but he is a pawn, like me. Seven is beautiful and
kind. I want him so much I can barely breathe. He wants to protect me from our captor, but he can't. We are both locked inside a game neither
of us can ever hope to win, and even though it's wrong, I'm starting to want both men, not just the good one the monster as well. * This is a
standalone dark contemporary romance
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She thinks love can kill you. It turns out she might be right. The dark and sexy new thriller from the bestselling author of The Sunday Girl and
The Strangers We Know. Harper Brown is an expert at picking locks, breaking her way out of car boots, talking her way out of trouble and she
could run a masterclass on escaping relationships - her record for losing a guy is three minutes flat. She’s addicted to true crime podcasts and
is the genius behind a micro-column called ‘How to not get murdered’. After having her heart broken helping her ex follow his dreams, Harper
has moved to Paris to fulfill hers. She’s talked her way into a job as an arts journalist, a stepping stone to her dream role as an investigative
journalist. All she has to do is whatever it takes to get there. But then one night she meets the artist Noah X, and everything she thinks she
knows is turned upside down. Soon Harper finds herself entangled in a web of lies, hot on the trail of a murderer and the scoop of a lifetime.
This is the story that could make her career - if the killer doesn’t catch her first. 'Gripping, suspenseful and seriously addictive, The Paris Affair
is a fast-paced and heart-stopping thriller, and yet another tantalising page-turner from the wonderful Pip Drysdale.' The Courier Mail 'Pip
Drysdale has created a triumphant psychological thriller that had my heart racing and adrenaline pumping.' Kelli, GoodReads
Two rival football players begin a game with higher stakes than the Super Bowl in this steamy romance from the author of Illegal Contact.
Simeon Boudreaux, the New York Barons’ golden-armed quarterback, is blessed with irresistible New Orleans charm and a face to melt your
mama’s heart. He’s universally adored by fans and the media. Coming out as gay in solidarity with his teammate hasn’t harmed his reputation
in the least—except for some social media taunting from rival linebacker Adrián Bravo. Though they were once teammates, Adrián views
Simeon as a traitor and the number-one name on the New Jersey Predators’ shit list. When animosity between the two NFL players reaches a
boiling point on the field, culminating in a dirty fist fight, they’re both benched for six games and sentenced to joint community service
teaching sullen, Brooklyn teens how to play ball. At first, they can barely stand to be in the same room, but running the camp forces them to
shape up. With no choice but to work together, Simeon realizes Adrián is more than his alpha-jerk persona, and Adrián begins to question why
he’s always had such strong feelings for the gorgeous QB…
'Emma has joined an elite club of authors.' Sunday Mail FRAGILE CORD is an emotional rollercoaster charting the psychological meltdown of a
mother with a deadly secret. Introducing Salford detectives Kevin Coupland and Alex Moreton as they investigate what appears to be a routine
murder-suicide. Tracey Kavanagh was her usual upbeat self; right up until the moment she drowned her son before killing herself and her
unborn child. For Alex Moreton, this case couldn't have come at a worse time, battling with her partner over whether to have another child, she
is superstitious about pushing their luck - they're happy enough as they arearen't they? DS Kevin Coupland is dealing with a serious assault
outside a wine bar in Swinton. Devoted family man Ricky Wilson is brutally stabbed following an altercation with youths while out with his wife
and their children to celebrate her birthday. Coupland and Moreton's cases merge when it transpires that Tracey and Ricky were tragically
connected. Is it possible that there could be more to these two investigations than pure coincidence? And what was Tracey Kavanagh so
frightened of she thought wiping out her family was the answer? As the past collides with the present Coupland uncovers a tragic secret that
will destroy Tracey's family, or what's left of it. Coupland must choose whether the truth shall come out - or be taken to the grave. Fans of Mark
Billingham and Angela Marsons will be gripped by this exceptional crime fiction series. Watch out for more from D.S. Coupland: Book Two, A
PLACE OF SAFETY: A Detective battling personal tragedy, Kevin Coupland will stop at nothing to protect a key witness in a drive-by shooting.
Other books in the series include: ONE BAD TURN, ABSENT, FLESH AND BLOOD, STICKS AND STONES, WHEN DARKNESS FALLS. Praise for
Emma Salisbury: ‘I read the whole series in a week.’ ‘An author to watch.' Goodreads reviewer ‘Love the way this author writes.’ What people
are saying about Fragile Cord ‘A police procedural done right.’ ‘Keeps you guessing.’ ‘Tautly written. Would make a brilliant TV series.’ ‘A
page-turner that keeps you guessing right to the final twist.’ ‘Once started I couldn’t put down.’ ‘Edge of your seat.’
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Lonely Planet Italy is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you.
Wander through chariot-grooved streets in Pompeii, sample the abundant varieties of wine and olives as you tour Tuscany, or toss a coin into
the Trevi Fountain in Rome; all with your trusted travel companion.
Princess. Tribute. Sacrifice. Is she the one prophesied to unite two warring Fae courts? Or the one bound to destroy them? In a realm ruled by
magic, the ruthless Queen of Thorns is determined to destroy her nemesis, the cursed Prince of Evernight. With war brewing between the bitter
enemies, the prince forces Queen Adaia to uphold an ancient treaty: she will send one of her daughters to his court as a political hostage for
three months. The queen insists it’s the perfect opportunity for Princess Iskvien to end the war before it begins. But one look into Thiago’s
smoldering eyes and Vi knows she’s no assassin. The more secrets she uncovers about the prince and his court, the more she begins to
question her mother’s motives. Who is the true enemy? The dark prince who threatens her heart? Or the ruthless queen who will stop at
nothing to destroy him? And when the curse threatens to shatter both courts, is her heart strong enough to break it?
Lady Willow Hunnicut has always dreamed of living in London. With design talent and aspirations grander than London’s finest houses, she
knows an unmarried heiress will never be allowed to live in the capital alone. But a married woman may come and go as she pleases. With a
little imagination, a lot of courage, and one carefully worded advertisement, Willow concocts a plan to get everything she wants… even if she
must take a husband in exchange. Lord Brent Caulder, the Earl of Cassin, is destitute, his Yorkshire castle is crumbling, and his tenants are
without work. He has an ingenious scheme that’s a surefire moneymaker—if only someone would invest. When he discovers an advertisement
seeking adventurers to fund, he is determined to claim the money. But his world is turned upside down when the investor turns out to be a
flame-haired heiress. The deal is simple: In return for marrying Willow, Cassin will receive her substantial dowry—and nothing else. All she asks
is that after the wedding, each go their separate ways. But for all her careful preparation, the one thing Willow couldn’t have planned is the way
she feels about Cassin… or the desire that threatens to enflame them both.
Welcome to Verona Bay, a small coastal town where the secrets just won’t stay buried—and people aren’t always who they seem. She was the
one that got away… Eight years ago Serenity Washington watched as her twin sister was murdered. She was lucky to escape the same grisly
fate. With her sister’s killer in jail, she relocated and tried to move on with her life. She married a man in the Air Force and started a family, but
when her husband dies unexpectedly she moves back to the last place she remembers being happy—Verona Bay, FL. Now that she’s come
home, it’s all starting again… Within months of Serenity’s homecoming, she receives a ‘gift’—a bracelet from her sister that was never
recovered after her death—and a taunting note. Terrified for herself and her young daughter, she turns to the local sheriff for help. But there’s
only so much they can do without proof that the gifts aren’t more than sick pranks. There’s been no DNA, no fingerprints left behind—nothing
to indicate who’s leaving them. As the horrifying gifts arrive with increasing frequency, Serenity has no doubt that she’s the ultimate target.
But with her sister’s murderer—a confessed serial killer—still behind bars, she has no idea who’s stalking her. She turns to the one man she’s
been trying to keep her distance from… Former Marine Lucas Jordan has been hung up on single mom Serenity since she moved back to
Verona Bay, but she’s made it clear she’s not looking for a relationship. When she’s targeted, however, all bets are off. He won’t sit by while
she’s terrorized, and with her and her daughter’s lives in danger he’s prepared to stand his ground and protect them both. Together they face
the impossible task of trying to figure out who to trust before they all wind up six feet under.
When a famous music producer moves to Lake Starlight it can’t just be a coincidence. It’s the universe helping to move things along in the
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right direction so that Griffin Thorne can discover me. I have to confess—I’ll do whatever it takes to make that happen. Confession #1: I may
have overhead that he was in search of a nanny. What can I say? My brother has a big mouth. Confession #2: It’s possible I helped along the
assumption that I had nanny experience. Hey, babysitting my nieces and nephew counts, right? Confession #3: There’s a good chance I
oversold my qualifications. But my Grandma Dori backed me up, so it’s not completely my fault. And it worked. He hired me. Only for me to
find out that he left the business. I guess it’s on to Plan B. When he accidentally overhears me singing, I expect nothing from him. Then he
asks to work with me on a song for our town’s Founder’s Day Parade and it feels like a dream come true. Until Confession #4: I’ve fallen for
him.
Protecting the innocent comes at a cost, and what seems to be a sleepy, quiet town is anything but. “A compelling story that touches on
powerful social issues” Bookbub Reviewer NY Times & USA Today bestselling author Lorhainne Eckhart brings you the first book in a new
crossover series! The social worker and the cop, an unlikely couple drawn together on a small, secluded Pacific Northwest island where
nothing is as it seems. Billy-Jo McCabe never expected to become a social worker, considering the broken system nearly destroyed her.
Shortly after she takes a job on a remote Pacific Northwest island, she gets a call about a missing girl. Meanwhile Roche Harbor detective Mark
Friessen is called in to investigate the disappearance, but instead of working with the newly appointed social worker, he ends up butting heads
and clashing with her every step of the way. Billy-Jo becomes the rival he does his best to avoid, considering the only conversations they have
involve her pointing out his shortcomings and arrogance. But when Billy-Jo finds herself in over her head, she’s forced to team up with the
man who has the uncanny ability to bring out the worst in her and together, they come up against close-mouthed locals, island secrets that hit
too close to home, and the realization that their case about finding and helping a young girl has turned into something far more sinister.
From the Sunday Times bestseller comes a stunning novel that will warm your heart ‘The feeling you get when you read a Milly Johnson book
should be bottled and made available on the NHS’ Debbie Johnson 'Clear your house and clear your mind. Don't let life's clutter dictate to you.
Throw it away and take back the control!' When Lou Winter picks up a dog-eared magazine in the dentist's waiting room and spots an article
about clearing clutter, she little realises how it will change her life. What begins as an earnest spring clean soon spirals out of control. Lou's
loved ones grow disgruntled. Why is clearing out cupboards suddenly more important than making his breakfast, her husband Phil wonders?
The truth is, the more rubbish Lou lets go of, the more light and air can get to those painful, closed-up places at the centre of her heart. Even
lovely Tom Broom, the man who delivers Lou's skips, starts to grow concerned about his sweetest customer. But Lou is a woman on a
mission, and not even she knows where it will end . . . Praise for Milly Johnson: 'Every time you discover a new Milly book, it’s like finding a
pot of gold' heat 'A glorious, heartfelt novel' Rowan Coleman ‘Absolutely loved it. Milly's writing is like getting a big hug with just the right
amount of bite underneath. I was rooting for Bonnie from the start' Jane Fallon ‘Bursting with warmth and joie de vivre’ Jill Mansell ‘Warm,
optimistic and romantic’ Katie Fforde
I swore I’d never fall for a rockstar. He swore he’d never become one. Tyler didn’t mean to break my heart. He did it anyway. Now, I’ll never
play by anyone’s rules but mine. When he shows up in the last place I expect, with a confession and a promise… There’s going to be a
reckoning. Because the naive girl he shattered is gone. And the woman in her place is ready for a fight. A Love Song for Rebels is Book 2 in the
angsty new adult, academy-inspired Rivals trilogy and must be read following A Love Song for Liars (Rivals #1). If your favorite tropes include
enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, academy, high school, or rock star / music, don’t miss Tyler and Annie's epic story!
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A powerful memoir of a true Australian legend: stolen child, musical and lyrical genius, and leader. Not many have lived as many lives as
Archie Roach – stolen child, seeker, teenage alcoholic, lover, father, musical and lyrical genius, and leader – but it took him almost a lifetime to
find out who he really was. Roach was only two years old when he was forcibly removed from his family. Brought up by a series of foster
parents until his early teens, his world imploded when he received a letter that spoke of a life he had no memory of. In this intimate, moving
and often shocking memoir, Archie’s story is an extraordinary odyssey through love and heartbreak, family and community, survival and
renewal – and the healing power of music. Overcoming enormous odds to find his story and his people, Archie voices the joy, pain and hope
he found on his path through song to become the legendary singer-songwriter and storyteller that he is today – beloved by fans worldwide. Tell
Me Why is a stunning account of resilience and the strength of spirit – and of a great love story. Winner of the 2020 Indie Book of the Year NonFiction Winner of the 2021 Victorian Premier’s Literary Award for Indigenous Writing Shortlisted for the 2020 ABIA Biography Book of the Year
Shortlisted for the 2020 Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards, Non-Fiction Shortlisted for the Booksellers' Choice 2020 Book of the Year Awards,
Non-Fiction Archie Roach was the 2020 VIC Australian of the Year 'Tell Me Why is an extraordinary odyssey and offering. Archie has come
through snares, pits and suffering to bring us an inspiring tale of survival, grace and generosity. This book should be in every school.' Paul
Kelly ‘Just like his early songs, Tell Me Why was written with empathy as its impetus and that intent shines through on every page. This is a
phenomenal work by one of the most articulate and recognisable members of the Stolen Generations. It will be read, studied and discussed for
many years to come.’ The Australian ‘Beautiful, gut-wrenching and compelling memoir’ Sydney Morning Herald ‘Archie’s deeply resonant
voice sings out – of a broken country and a life renewed. The voice of Australia.’ Daniel Browning, ABC journalist and producer ‘Roach is
honest and humble in his oft-heartbreaking retelling of his search for identity, belonging and purpose’ Courier Mail ‘Best book of 2019: Tell Me
Why by Archie Roach, a beautifully written autobiography that captures one of the most remarkable lives in Australian music’ Weekend
Australia
Learning Curves is a single dad, enemies to lovers, curvy girl rom-com with a teacher that everyone wished they had in school, and a swoonworthy dad that would do anything for his daughter. Throw in an overeating dog and watch what happens next. To Spencer Hurley, women only
left pain and destruction in their wake. The only good thing that came from his disaster of an ex was his daughter, Annabelle. Right now,
making sure Belle was taken care of and getting her the help she needed with her learning disabilities was his only focus. And if that meant
moving to a new town, consider the moving truck rented and packed. Ellie Ryan spent her childhood being judged and bullied because of her
learning disabilities. Jokes on them, though, she was now the top special education teacher in her district. See, Ellie totally had her life
together. Kind of. Maybe… Okay, really, she’s a word-vomiting, curvy, hot-mess, who hasn’t had a date in who knows how long. And then there
was Roxy, her rude overeating dog. Nevertheless, Ellie was fiercely protective of her students. She’d gladly rip out the throat of anyone that
dared to mess with her kids. Including their parents. So, please explain to Ellie why, even after calling her new student’s father out during a
disastrous parent-teacher meeting, Ellie couldn’t help being insanely attracted to the gruff single dad? Somebody, please help her. Besides,
nothing good could come from it right?
This ebook edition contains the unabridged and complete works of the Brontë Family (Anne, Charlotte, Emily, Branwell and Patrick Brontë)
with a detailed and functional table of contents. The Brontës were a nineteenth-century literary family associated with the village of Haworth in
the West Riding of Yorkshire, England. The sisters, Charlotte (born 21 April 1816, in Thornton near Bradford), Emily (born 30 July 1818 in
Thornton), and Anne (born 17 January 1820 in Thornton), are well known as poets and novelists. They originally published their poems and
novels under masculine pseudonyms, following the custom of the times practised by female writers. Their stories immediately attracted
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attention, although not always the best, for their passion and originality. Charlotte's Jane Eyre was the first to know success, while Emily's
Wuthering Heights, Anne's The Tenant of Wildfell Hall and other works were later to be accepted as masterpieces of literature. The three sisters
and their brother, Branwell, were very close and they developed their childhood imaginations through the collaborative writing of increasingly
complex stories. The confrontation with the deaths first of their mother then of their two older sisters marked them profoundly and influenced
their writing. Their fame was due as much to their own tragic destinies as to their precociousness. Since their early deaths, and then the death
of their father in 1861, they were subject to a following that did not cease to grow. Their home, the parsonage at Haworth in Yorkshire, now the
Brontë Parsonage Museum, has become a place of pilgrimage for hundreds of thousands of visitors each year. Content: Charlotte Brontë’s
Novels: JANE EYRE SHIRLEY VILLETTE THE PROFESSOR EMMA Charlotte Brontë’s Juvenilia: TALES OF ANGRIA MINA LAURY
STANCLIFFE’S HOTEL THE STORY OF WILLIE ELLIN ALBION AND MARINA ANGRIA AND THE ANGRIANS TALES OF THE ISLANDERS THE
GREEN DWARF Emily Brontë’s Novel: WUTHERING HEIGHTS Anne Brontë’s Novels: AGNES GREY THE TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL The
Poetry: POEMS BY CURRER, ELLIS, AND ACTON BELL Patrick Brontë’s Works: COTTAGE POEMS TWO SERMONS “AND THE WEARY ARE
AT REST” Branwell Brontë: BRANWELL’S POETRY
This sexy Texan was only a one-night stand. Until he became her client—then her fake fiancé! Penelope Brand’s hookup with billionaire Zach
Ferguson was casual. Until he announces her as his fake fiancée to avoid scandal—and she discovers she’s pregnant. Now Zach demands they
say, “I do,” for their child. But Pen won’t settle for a sham marriage. If Zach wants to keep his Lone Star lover, it’s his whole heart or nothing…
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